Nonlinear Network Dynamics on Earthquake Fault Systems
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Earthquake faults occur in interacting networks having emergent space-time modes of behavior not displayed by isolated faults. Using simulations of the major faults in southern California, we find that the physics depends on the elastic interactions among the faults defined by network topology, as well as on the nonlinear physics of stress dissipation arising from friction on the faults. Our results have broad applications to other leaky threshold systems such as integrate-and-fire neural networks.
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Understanding the physics of earthquakes is essential if large events are ever to be forecast. Real faults occur in topologically complex networks that exhibit cooperative, emergent space-time behavior that includes precursory quiescence or activation, and clustering of events [1–10]. The purpose of our work reported in this Letter is to investigate the sensitivity of emergent behavior of fault networks to changes in the physics on the scale of single faults or smaller.

To summarize our results, we have found that the statistical distribution of large earthquakes on a model of a topologically complex, strongly correlated real fault network is highly sensitive to the precise nature of the stress dissipation properties of the friction laws associated with individual faults. These emergent, self-organizing space-time modes of behavior are properties of the network as a whole, rather than of the individual fault segments of which the network is comprised.

In order to investigate the effect of changes at small scales on the behavior of the network, we need to construct models of earthquake fault systems that contain the essential physics. General methods for constructing such models have been discussed in Refs. [8,11,12]. Briefly, a network topology is defined in an elastic medium, the stress Green’s functions (i.e., the stress transfer coefficients) are computed, frictional properties are defined, and the system is driven via the slip deficit as defined below. The long-range elastic interactions produce mean-field dynamics in the simulations [8]. We focus in this work on the major strike-slip faults in southern California that produce the most frequent and largest magnitude events. To determine the topology and properties of the network, we used the tabulation of fault properties published in Ref. [13]. All major faults in southern California, together with major historic earthquakes, are shown in Fig. 1. Figure 2 shows our model fault network. Each fault was assigned a uniform depth of 20 km, the maximum depth of earthquakes in California, and was subdivided into segments having a horizontal scale of \( L \sim 10 \) km each.

We now turn to the friction law. Several friction laws are described in the literature [4,14,15]. Here we use a parametrization of recent laboratory experiments [16] in which blocks in surface contact are driven past each other at a constant velocity \( V \). Physically the motion of the blocks can be understood as stick-slip. That is, a region of the sliding blocks becomes stuck until the local shear stress \( \sigma(x,t) \) reaches a failure threshold \( \sigma_F(V) \) that is a logarithmic function of \( V \). At this point the block slips an amount \( Ds/K \) where the stress drop \( \Delta \sigma = \sigma(x,t) - \sigma^R(V) \). Here \( \sigma^R(V) \) is residual stress that is also a weak function of \( V \), and \( K \) is the stiffness of the material in the block. It is also observed [16] that prior to the discontinuous slip described above, there is a small

![FIG. 1. Map of the major faults in southern California, together with historic earthquakes larger than magnitude 6 (circles) occurring since 1812.](image-url)
amplitude, continuous slip that precedes failure. These observations can be parametrized by the equations [10]

$$\frac{ds(x,t)}{dt} = \frac{\Delta\sigma}{K} \left[ \alpha + \sum_k \delta(t - t_{F,k}) \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{(friction stress)},

$$\sigma(x,t) = K[Vt - s(x,t)]$$ \hspace{1cm} \text{(elastic load stress)}.  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Here $s(x,t)$ is the slip at $x$ and $t$, $s(x,t) - Vt$ is the slip deficit, $\delta(t - t_{F,k})$ is the Dirac delta function, and $t_{F,k}$ is any time $t$ at which $\sigma(x,t_{F,k}) = \sigma^F(V)$. The parameter $\alpha$, which in this Letter we take as a constant independent of stress, is given by $\alpha = KL/\eta$. Here $\eta$ is a surface viscosity and $L$ is the linear size of a coarse-grained segment over which the stress field $\sigma(x,t)$ is defined. This coarse-grained scale is variable, but it must be smaller than the slip region of the largest earthquakes in the model.

Physically, Eq. (2) states that the stress on a coarse-grained region is the difference between the external loading stress $KVt$ and the stress dissipated by the slip. Equation (1) says that the course-grained slip occurs in two parts: (i) sudden seismic slip represented by $\delta(t - t_{F,k})$ and (ii) slow aseismic creep occurring on a much longer time scale.

Equation (1) can be obtained from a truncated Taylor series expansion of the coarse-grained, mean-field equation describing a large array of blocks sliding on a frictional surface. Each block is connected to all others via coupling springs, with each block also connected by a load spring to a loader plate translating at velocity $V$. For this model, it has been shown in Ref. [17] that the equation governing the mean-field dynamics is

$$\frac{\partial \sigma(x,t)}{\partial t} = KL \dot{V} - f[\sigma(x,t), V].$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Here $KL$ is the load spring constant, and $f[\sigma(x,t), V]$ is a general functional of $\sigma(x,t)$ and $V$. Equation (3) is obtained by considering contributions from both the internal energy as well as the entropy, where correct Boltzmann counting applies. If we now model the frictional contact surface in the laboratory sliding experiments of Ref. [16] by the $d = 2$ array of coupled blocks in [17], then we can apply Eq. (3). In the simplest case, the stress $\sigma(x,t)$ is spatially uniform, $\sigma(x,t) \to \sigma(t)$, and then $f[\sigma(x,t), V]$ can be considered as a function, rather than a functional, of $\sigma(t)$ and $V$. Expanding $f[\sigma, V]$ in a truncated Taylor series in $\sigma$ around the value $\sigma_1$, holding $V$ constant, we find

$$f[\sigma, V] = \frac{\partial f}{\partial \sigma} \Delta \sigma + \sum_k \Delta f(t - t_{F,k}),$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where the first term is analytic in $\sigma$, and the nonanalytic term $\Delta f(t - t_{F,k})$ parametrizes all the sudden jumps when $\sigma = \sigma_1$. Setting $[\partial f/\partial \sigma]_{\sigma = \sigma_1} = \alpha/K$ and also $\Delta f(t - t_{F,k}) = [\Delta \sigma/K] \delta(t - t_{F,k})$, and using Eq. (2), we obtain Eq. (1).

The constant $\alpha$ can be seen to play a fundamental role in determining the emergent space-time behavior of a threshold system governed by the kind of leaky threshold dynamics described by Eqs. (1) and (2). To illustrate this point simply, we set $\delta(t - t_{F,k}) = 0$ in Eq. (1) and apply Eqs. (1) and (2) to two blocks connected together by a linear spring with spring constant $K_C$, and to loader plate by a spring with constant $K_L$. The equations for block 1 are

$$\frac{ds_1}{dt} = \frac{\Delta \sigma_1}{(K_L + K_C)} \alpha,$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

$$\sigma_1 = K_L(Vt - s_1) + K_C(s_2 - s_1).$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

An analogous set of equations holds for block 2. If the difference in stress at time $t = 0$ is given by $\delta \sigma(0) = \sigma_2(0) - \sigma_1(0)$, then at a time $t$ later

$$\delta \sigma(t) = \delta \sigma(0)e^{-\beta t},$$ \hspace{1cm} where $\beta = \alpha \left( K_L + 2K_C \right)/K_L + K_C).$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

For $\beta > 0$, differences in stress decay exponentially in time, a process of stress smoothing. If $\beta < 0$, a condition that may occur in more general elastic or frictional systems [17,18], variations in stress grow exponentially in time, a process of stress roughening. Here we note that $K_C > 0$ corresponds to an exciting interaction, while $K_C < 0$ is an inhibiting interaction.

Equation (4) is an approximation to $f[\sigma, V]$. Since $\alpha$ is most generally the slope of $f[\sigma, V]$ at constant $V$, we have $\alpha \to \alpha(\sigma) = K[\partial f/\partial \sigma]$. Therefore $\alpha$ is in general stress dependent and can change on a time scale short compared to the time scale of change for $\sigma^R$, $\sigma^F$, and $K$. Since $\alpha \sim \partial f/\partial \sigma$, a given fault in a network can have a positive, a negative, or a zero value of $\alpha$ [17,18], allowing smoothing, roughening, or even smoothing-to-roughening transitions in the case of time-varying stress. Consequently, we will fix all parameters other than $\alpha$ to have values consistent with the behavior of real fault networks and examine the effect of varying $\alpha$. The details of how to fix the parameters are beyond the scope of this Letter and will be published elsewhere [18].
The model is simulated according to the following rules. Each fault in the network is driven with its own velocity \( V_i \). On each loading time step when failure of a segment does not occur, the segment slides by a small amount proportional to \( \alpha_i (\sigma(x_i, t) - \sigma^i(V_i)) \). Note that this type of slip is stable, meaning that stress on the segment increases, even though a small amount of sliding occurs. Fault segment \( i \) fails via unstable slip when its stress reaches the value \( \sigma(x_i, t) = \sigma^i(V_i) \). At failure the fault segment slides so that \( \sigma(x_i, t) = \sigma^i(V_i) \) plus a random overshoot, and part of the released stress is transferred to neighboring segments via the stress Green’s function obtained in Ref. [8]. Earthquakes are clusters of segments that have all failed on the same time step. After all sites have a stress below their failure threshold, the faults are loaded again with a velocity \( V_i \).

The results of our simulations are shown in Figs. 3a and 3b in which the Coulomb failure function (CFF), defined as \( \text{CFF} = \sigma(x, t) - \sigma^i(V) \), is indicated for the 215 fault segments placed end to end along the horizontal axis. The vertical axis is time. The CFF is represented by the color scheme. High CFF is indicated by the red end of the spectrum and low CFF by the blue end. Large earthquakes are represented by horizontal black lines. A large CFF indicates that the fault segment is nearing failure, i.e., \( \sigma(x, t) \sim \sigma^i(V) \). Figure 3a represents data obtained with
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**FIG. 3** (color). (a) Plot of Coulomb failure functions plotted as a function of time vs spatial location for 2000 simulation years for a set of values \( \alpha_i \) obtained by approximately matching the ratio of aseismic creep to seismic slip on various fault segments from tabulated data in Ref. [13]. We actually plot \( \log(1 - \text{CFF}(x, t)) \), where CFF \( (x, t) \) is in MPa, so that subtle differences can be seen. Low CFF \( (x, t) \)'s are represented by cool colors; high CFF \( (x, t) \)'s near 0 are represented by hot colors. (b) Same as (a) but with all \( \alpha_i = 0 \).
nonzero values of $\alpha$, and in Fig. 3b the value of $\alpha$ is zero. Calculations using the elastic stress Green’s functions indicate that both positive (exciting interaction) and negative (inhibiting interaction) stress transfer can occur in a general fault network when a fault segment fails. The nature of the interaction is determined entirely by the network topology and the mathematical structure of the stress Green’s functions [11,12].

Comparing Figs. 3a and 3b it is easily seen that the events in Fig. 3a are generally larger than in Fig. 3b. The reason is that nonzero values of $\alpha$ tend to generate more stable slip due to slow stress release that for the most part smooths the stress fields on fault segments. In contrast, $\alpha = 0$ concentrates the stress release in small events that allow the randomness in the dynamics and initial conditions to keep the stress field rough. A roughness length can be defined [10,19] similar to a correlation length. The larger events in Fig. 3a tend to be more periodic (less complexity) and the relatively smaller events in Fig. 3b tend to have a scaling behavior (more complexity).

In addition, large $\alpha$ leads to strong interfault correlations in space and time. An example can be seen in the activity on the Garlock fault which is the sixth fault from the left in Fig. 3a (labeled GAR). The stress Green’s function for stress transfer between the Garlock and the San Andreas fault, which is the first segment on the left, produces an inhibiting interaction [10]. Note the increasing redness of the representation of the CFF on the Garlock fault that ends in Fig. 3a (labeled GAR). The stress Green on the Garlock fault which is the sixth fault from the left in Fig. 3a (labeled GAR). The stress Green on the Garlock fault which is the sixth fault from the left, produces an inhibiting interaction [10]. Note the increasing redness of the representation of the CFF on the Garlock fault that ends in Fig. 3b.

Our results imply that many of the significant dynamical properties of earthquakes, including the form of the Gutenberg-Richter relation for the fault network, can be understood only in the context of the topologically complex network as a whole, rather than of the individual faults. However, most computational and theoretical work to date has focused on understanding the behavior of single faults, e.g., Refs. [20–22]. There are several other effects of changing $\alpha$ on the fault network which will be reported in a future publication [10]. These results are of a more general interest than their application to earthquake fault networks. They can be extended, for example, to a consideration of models of neural networks [23,24] in which a firing neuron is mapped to a failed fault segment, $\Delta \sigma(x_k, t)$ is mapped to the current $i_k$ entering the $k$th neuron, $\alpha_k$ characterizes the current leakiness of the $k$th neuron, and the elastic interactions are mapped to the synaptic weights between the $k$th and $j$th neural connections.
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